Introduction
• The most common approach to DES of airfoils is to use a mesh like this of airfoils is to use a mesh like this • Coarse grid far from the airfoil • Fine grid close the airfoil • Laminar inflow with low eddy viscosity Laminar inflow with low eddy viscosity
• Wind turbines operate close to the ground and are subjected to high levels g j g of turbulence
Cell Sizes
Close to the wall • Cell size in wall units is • Cell size in wall units is shown in the figure • Non-constant friction velocity velocity
In the Cartesian part
Numerical Methods

EllipSys3D
• Developed by J Michelsen and N Sørensen from DTU and Risø 
Precursor Simulation
• Random phases and incorrect statistical moments of third and higher order • The synthetic turbulence is run through a precursor simulation to • The synthetic turbulence is run through a precursor simulation to • Let the flow solver correct random phases and incorrect higher order moments • Flow is sensitive to turbulence • DES with no inflow turbulence predicts stall too late • DES with 0.5% turbulence intensity (TI) gives good agreement before stall • DES with 2 0% TI gives poor results for low AOA but better after stall DES with 2.0% TI gives poor results for low AOA but better after stall • 2D RANS is good for low AOA, but fails to predict stall 
